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In this club, jazz once swayed from glistening saxes like streamers 
singing off the lit balcony overlooking the electric city 
that was young and fresh and bright and wide-eyed. Drums hit 
and beat and pulsed like hearts on fire and horns blared, rubbed 
rough over skin in a breathless caress of thick blue notes 
while pianos and people swooned, swinging, working in the fever 
of ever-ticking seconds, stretching each measured minute, always 
reaching, eager fingers drawn from shaded corners, splayed in hot 
array, a complex of jet shadows and cerulean light, smoke wrapped 
gently around bodies steeped in a hunger to stay the night. 
Now, in the gray building with fading paint and blistering plaster 
the plasticjue clings like a spooked animal to the musty 
pillars of the basement. Red and blue wires like veins sprout, 
spring out the dark clay and fly to the whitewashed urban curb, 
to the mechanical heart that is the core of the leveling circuit. 
Behind the twisted yellow security tape the crowd gathers 
and whispers, the picketers let their hand-painted signs cry 
skyward in a unison of unvoiced voices, noiseless bits 
of bitter conflict and outrage raised like fists, hubs 
of flesh shaken white and n u m b , streaked like the sweat-
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stained undershirts of the surly overworked workers, 
the unyielding movers of concrete mountains. The assembly 
took what they could: the chandelier, the cornerstone, eight 
panes of stained glass, a crate of dinnerware. A crab-
faced grandfather slid these slices of past into his attic. 
From this club jazz swelled in a sweet crescendo that feared 
no end, but no more horns soar the wind. The gray 
building fell, the spell it cast forgotten. 
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